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Technology can improve the delivery of legal services.  It can also get in the way of the 

important components of a rural, small law practice and ignore the differences between that 

environment and a larger or metropolitan practice.  This paper will take a broad look at small, 

incremental changes that a rural lawyer might adapt to her practice to be more efficient and 

productive. 

Incremental Change 

You do not need to make a substantial technology purchase to improve your practice.  There 

are definitely opportunities to acquire a practice management system or to buy a newer, faster 

computer to help you work better.  But if you sit down and think about what you want to 

improve about how you serve your clients and practice law, you may find that a small change 

will solve the problem.  By approaching the addition of technology in this incremental way, you 

can make small changes and adapt – as your budget, client demand, and practice – require.  

This can make it easier for you to incorporate change into your already busy law practice. 

Where Are You Anchored? 

We all have things that anchor us in place.  By reviewing what these anchors are, you can 

identify where there may be opportunities for you to adapt your practice.  The most obvious is 

your physical law office.  While you might consider getting rid of an office, and meeting your 

clients in less fixed locations, there are probably fewer options to do so in a rural practice.  

Larger cities, like Barrie, offer conference rooms that can be rented for specific meetings that 

can be useful if your client is not near to your office.  If your clients are in a metropolitan area, 

virtual offices can give you more flexibility for creating a professional environment away from 

your main office.1 

Virtual receptionists and assistants can also extend the reach of your physical office.  You may 

not need or want full-time staff.  Using a virtual staff person can help you to manage the 

inevitable bursts in business that come along, or to assist you in growing your practice until you 

can afford permanent staff.  A virtual receptionist is self-explanatory, although these services 

can be available 24 hours a day, enabling you to cut down on your own availability to clients.  

Virtual assistants provide a wide variety of services, including bookkeeping and document 

                                                      
1
 Regus provides office space for “hoteling” when you’re away from your office, as well as virtual meeting rooms.  

They are primarily south of the 401 around Toronto (http://www.regus.ca/business-
centre/canada/ontario/toronto ).  Suiteworks has space in Barrie and offers technology like videoconferencing if 
you have a client that wants to interact with you virtually.  (http://www.suiteworks.ca/ ) 

http://www.regus.ca/business-centre/canada/ontario/toronto
http://www.regus.ca/business-centre/canada/ontario/toronto
http://www.suiteworks.ca/
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preparation.2  As with any employee, your duty of supervision will extend to these virtual staff 

as much as it would to someone sitting in your office.   

When you work with people outside your office, you may have the opportunity to push into 

technology that you might not otherwise use.  For example, regular interaction with virtual staff 

by e-mail will quickly become unwieldy.  Instead, you might set up a Dropbox for Business or 

Box for Business account and share folders with your remote staff.  Client documents are 

uploaded to a shared space just as they would be saved onto a saved network drive inside your 

office. 

Many of these choices depend on your personal preference.  Digital dictation can be done 

entirely on your own.  You can record your text, open it in a program like Nuance’s Dragon 

NaturallySpeaking, and have it auto-transcribe.  If you aren’t comfortable with that, you can 

take your recording and send it to a virtual assistant or service like Speakwrite, which will 

transcribe and send you back the document.3 

Paper 

Physical files are another common anchor.  For all the talk of the paperless law practice, many 

lawyers find themselves continuing to manage large amounts of current and closed paper files.4  

Paper needs to be filed and stored, and in the case of a fire or flood, can be damaged, 

destroyed or become inaccessible.  If you are able to reduce your reliance on paper by keeping 

or placing documents into a digital format, you can reduce your need to go to the location 

where the paper is stored. 

A shift to more electronic files can provide multiple benefits.  Ontario’s courts are increasingly 

interested in supporting electronic filing initiatives.5  If you have developed processes in your 

                                                      
2
 The Canadian Virtual Assistant Connection lists its members by province but you need to visit each member’s 

Web site to see which services are offered.  < http://www.cvac.ca/need-a-
va/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=109&Itemid=106 >  There doesn’t seem to be a particular 
need to use a Canadian-based virtual assistant, unless there is a need to have physical access to the person.  
3
 Speakwrite describes itself as a “voice to document” service.  < http://www.speakwrite.com >.  There are 

numerous apps for dictation in both the Apple iTunes app store for iOS devices and the Google Play store for 
Android. 
4
 For help with file retention and destruction of client files, the Law Society created a guide in 2012.  

http://www.lsuc.on.ca/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=2147491048  
5
 The Court of Appeal has a notice to the profession outlining how to send filings and the formats and naming 

conventions supported.  < http://www.ontariocourts.ca/coa/en/notices/adminadv/ef.htm >    Divisional Court has 
also issued a practice direction in civil appeals and judicial review applications < 
http://www.ontariocourts.ca/scj/en/divct/pd/2012-electronic-filing.htm > 

http://www.cvac.ca/need-a-va/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=109&Itemid=106
http://www.cvac.ca/need-a-va/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=109&Itemid=106
http://www.speakwrite.com/
http://www.lsuc.on.ca/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=2147491048
http://www.ontariocourts.ca/coa/en/notices/adminadv/ef.htm
http://www.ontariocourts.ca/scj/en/divct/pd/2012-electronic-filing.htm
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firm to primarily create and manage electronic files, occasionally printing a document off for a 

client or the court, you will be better positioned for changes that are coming along. 

One function that is fundamental to the modern law office is the ability to generate documents 

in portable document format (PDF).  The Lawyerist blog recently discussed why you should 

never send a Microsoft Word document as an e-mail attachment.6  One excellent point was 

that the final versions of all of your documents should be in PDF.  This means that one basic 

function that everyone in your firm needs to know is how to create them. 

This is a great example of a small, incremental change.  Microsoft Word users can save as and 

create a PDF from any document in Word.7  You might begin to save all client final documents 

as PDFs, leaving only precedents, forms, and draft documents in any other format.  This can 

help you or your staff eyeball whether you’re dealing with a final version or not.  It also means 

all of your final versions, as PDF documents, will be ready for e-filing.  The prevalence of PDF 

readers, on phones, tablets, and both public and personal computers, means the format should 

be easy for your clients to access as well. 

You can also use a PDF printer to generate PDFs from any application that supports printing.  

For example, you might be looking at a case in your Web browser or an invoice in your financial 

management software.  If the software doesn’t create PDFs on its own, you can print the 

document to a PDF printer.  One example is NitroPDF.8  Instead of selecting your normal paper 

printer, you’d select “NitroPDF Printer” from your list of printers.  You are then prompted to 

save the new PDF on your computer. 

Mobility and the Cloud 

While your physical office and file cabinets may be hard to pick up and move around, your 

technology and digital files have more flexibility.  Even if you live in cottage country, you may 

occasionally want to escape the daily grind to a quiet place away from it all.  Using mobile 

devices and software can help with that. 

                                                      
6
 Paperless Tip:  Never Send Word Files as Correspondence < http://lawyerist.com/paperless-tip-never-ever-send-

word-files-as-correspondence/ > 
7
 This is native in Microsoft Word 2010.  Microsoft Office 2007 < http://www.microsoft.com/en-

us/download/details.aspx?id=7 > and Office XP and Office 2003 < http://www.microsoft.com/en-
us/download/details.aspx?id=3 > have free plugins from Microsoft to enable this function. 
8
 NitroPDF free version:  http://www.nitropdf.com/  I like Nitro because it also supports electronic signing of PDFs.  

Adobe Reader is not a PDF printer but has recently incorporated signing using the Echosign platform.  You can also 
purchase a license for the full Adobe Acrobat software, which will read, print, and edit PDFs. 

http://lawyerist.com/paperless-tip-never-ever-send-word-files-as-correspondence/
http://lawyerist.com/paperless-tip-never-ever-send-word-files-as-correspondence/
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=7
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=7
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=3
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=3
http://www.nitropdf.com/
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A solo or small firm may also benefit from using laptops and cloud services for reasons other 

than solitude or deep thinking.  These include: 

 Being able to access your law practice away from the office.  As the recent flooding 

shows, there are times when the physical law office may be inaccessible.  If you use a 

laptop and keep a copy of your files synchronized to the cloud, you may improve your 

ability to serve your clients even if you can’t get to your office; 

 Shifting the work of keeping your software patched and secured to people who do that 

for a living, shifting you from doing hands-on tech support (or not doing it, worse) to a 

supervisory role while you get on with practicing law. 

One common factor about cloud technology is that it is focused:  backup, file synchronization, 

e-mail, time management, and so on.  If you are looking for a way to fix a specific problem, this 

nuanced approach may be better than buying a more powerful product in order to use a 

narrow set of features within it. 

Cloud computing isn’t for everyone or for every practice area but it can enable greater flexibility 

and, possibly, a more stable and secure environment than you are able to maintain on your 

own.  Loosening up your reliance on working from a single location can change how you 

approach serving your clients, and the places from which you can do it. 

Automate 

Document-heavy law practices may employ document assembly and document management 

systems.  Both require a significant investment in hardware and software and are frequently 

not a part of the solo or small firm technology environment.  But it doesn’t mean there aren’t 

options for automating functions within your firm.  This is particularly true in a practice like real 

estate, where there are standard documents that your staff may be preparing for clients. 

One simple example of this is using Microsoft Word’s autocorrect function.9  You may have 

seen this in action, if you misspelled a word and had it automatically corrected.  Autocorrect 

can be customized for more than words, though.  Let’s take an undertaking clause as an 

example: 

UNDERTAKING 

                                                      
9
 Autocorrect spelling, and insert text and symbols: < http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/word-help/autocorrect-

spelling-and-insert-text-and-symbols-HA010354277.aspx > 

http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/word-help/autocorrect-spelling-and-insert-text-and-symbols-HA010354277.aspx
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/word-help/autocorrect-spelling-and-insert-text-and-symbols-HA010354277.aspx
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If the Statement of Adjustments delivered in this transaction is 

inaccurate or incomplete in the Purchaser’s favour, and if the 

Vendor has delivered a reciprocal undertaking to readjust, then 

I/WE UNDERTAKE to the Vendor and the Vendor's Lawyer to readjust 

and to make any appropriate payments forthwith for any such 

inaccurate or incomplete item. 

You could create an autocorrect rule that says if someone types “undertakei”, it inserts the 

undertaking paragraph showing the I UNDERTAKE.  You can create a second one that says if 

someone types “undertakewe”, it inserts the same paragraph with WE UNDERTAKE.  You can 

paste any paragraph, formatted or unformatted, into autocorrect.  Once you assign a keyword 

to it, you type that keyword and, like the misspelling, Word will insert the correction. 

Autocorrect works in this way in any version of Microsoft Word since XP.  If you have Microsoft 

Word 2007 or more recent, there is also something called Quick Parts.10  It works the same way 

but is designed to insert chunks of information in this way, rather than just being a hack of a 

spelling correction function.  Quick Parts can also insert automatic lists of information, data 

about your document like author name, and more.  Once you’ve saved your Quick Parts, they 

are incorporated into your default Microsoft Word template. 

There is an App for That 

We call them apps now but computer users have been surrounded by small utility applications 

for decades.  Whatever you call them, they can be the shim you need to make your law practice 

operations plumb.  An app on your smart phone or tablet, or a small utility added to your 

computer, can be a better solution than purchasing a larger “Swiss Army” knife application. 

One example that may resonate with you if you have large fingers is the ThickButtons keyboard 

for Android phones and tablets.  The default keyboard on these devices is a challenge for me to 

accurately type on, so I avoid typing.  The ThickButtons app makes the keys change size 

depending on the likelihood that it will be the next key pressed.  It looks at the documents on 

your device and uses its own database to learn what you are likely to press.  If you make a 

mistake anyway, it makes the keys even bigger!  This app makes me more comfortable using 

my Android devices for input as well as consuming information, which makes me that much 

more effective. 

                                                      
10

 Look for it on your Insert tab on the Microsoft Word ribbon.  < http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/word-
help/quick-parts-HA010370568.aspx?CTT=1 > 

http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/word-help/quick-parts-HA010370568.aspx?CTT=1
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/word-help/quick-parts-HA010370568.aspx?CTT=1
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If you use mobile technology, check out your app store to see if there is an app that fixes what 

ails you.  An app can be the incremental change you need to use your device better than you 

might without it.  You can also follow life “hacking” sites to find out about apps that you can 

use on your laptop or desktop computer.  In either case, though, searching them when you 

have a need is probably the best way to identify the tools most relevant to you and avoid the 

inevitable cruft that is also discussed or shared.11 

Business Development 

Business development and technology tend to merge around elements of marketing.  One of 

the challenges of the small law firm is to decide how to use its limited resources to compete for 

customers.  This is made more difficult amidst the swirl of pressure to join social networking 

sites, to have a Web site, and to create a blog.  The obvious problem is that, after the adoption 

of any of these marketing avenues, you need to maintain that presence and dedicate either 

your own or staff time or other dollars for a contractor to keep it up to date. 

It is of questionable value for the solo or small firm rural lawyer to participate in this rat race of 

online media.  You cannot ignore the online world but there is strong data that it matters less 

than other avenues.  An American Bar Association survey focused on how clients find lawyers 

for personal legal services found that they relied on friends and family, their own or former 

lawyer, and online search.12  A law firm ran a similar survey in 2012, two years after the ABA 

survey, and received similar results.13  The most interesting difference was that Web search was 

now ahead of lawyers as sources. 

Search You 

One imperative of business development in the modern law practice is to know how you 

appear online to potential clients.  Even if you do not maintain a Web site or blog and do not 

participate in online social networks, people will still find you online.  Your practice information 

                                                      
11

 “Hacking” has a negative media connotation but means to modify or tweak.  Lifehacker.com is an excellent 
source of small apps and productivity tweaks.  MakeUseOf.com is another, focused entirely on software utilities 
for Windows, Mac, and Linux computers.   
12

 Perspectives on Finding Personal Legal Services, American Bar Association Standing Committee on Delivery of 
Legal Services, February 2011 < 
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/delivery_legal_services/20110228_aba_harris_sur
vey_report.authcheckdam.pdf > 
 
13

 Moses & Rooth, a Florida personal injury law firm, posted their results on their blog.  < 
http://www.mosesandrooth.com/blog/2012/12/-i-cannot-tell-you.shtml > 

http://lifehacker.com/
http://www.makeuseof.com/
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/delivery_legal_services/20110228_aba_harris_survey_report.authcheckdam.pdf
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/delivery_legal_services/20110228_aba_harris_survey_report.authcheckdam.pdf
http://www.mosesandrooth.com/blog/2012/12/-i-cannot-tell-you.shtml
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may appear in a directory, or your print advertisement has been republished to the Web.  You 

should regularly “ego google”:  search Google for your own name and see what comes up. 

What you find may surprise you.  For example: 

 You may have an entry in Martindale.com or CanadianLawList.com that appears in 

Google results that you didn’t know you had or aren’t maintaining. 

 A realtor you work with may have listed you as one of her go-to lawyers on her Web 

site, but your firm has changed address or name since then. 

 You may have a Web page and Google has indexed it and now created a Google Plus 

Page for you, without you knowing.14  The information on the Page may be inaccurate 

and you may have had positive or negative reviews posted to the Page which are visible 

to other Google searchers. 

I mention Google for a reason.  It is not the only search engine but it is by far the most 

dominant one.  You may want to search your name on other search engines – like Bing.com or 

Yahoo.com – but you should definitely search on Google. 

Once you have found out how you look to potential clients online, you can decide what to do 

next.  In some cases, you will want to take ownership of the directory or Google+ page so that 

you can update it and maintain it.  In some cases, you may want to have the directory listing or 

Web page removed. 

An inventory of your online presence may also reveal gaps that you might want to fill.  For 

example, rural use of Yellow Pages directories appears to be stronger than in metropolitan 

areas, although the number of print directories being distributed has dropped by 1/3, from 30 

million to 20 million in 5 years.15  You can create a free Yellowpages.ca directory listing – or 

downgrade from a paid listing - if you do not already have one. 

                                                      
14

 Google has information on how to create and control your own business Google+ page.  < Create a Google Plus 
Business Page:  https://plus.google.com/pages/create > 
15

 Unfortunately, most data discussing Yellow Pages doesn’t deal with lawyer services but generally “consumer” 
use.  See, for example, this press release showing rural use stronger than urban.  < 
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2012/11/prweb10153487.htm >.  Also, for the transition of yellow page 
directories to online products, see “Yellow Pages Make a Softer, Greener ‘Thunk’”, Mary Gooderham, The Globe 
and Mail, Sept. 6, 2012 < http://m.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/small-business/sb-
growth/sustainability/yellow-pages-make-a-softer-greener-thunk/article4182563/ > 

https://plus.google.com/pages/create
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2012/11/prweb10153487.htm
http://m.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/small-business/sb-growth/sustainability/yellow-pages-make-a-softer-greener-thunk/article4182563/
http://m.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/small-business/sb-growth/sustainability/yellow-pages-make-a-softer-greener-thunk/article4182563/
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The challenge with any online business development is to determine whether it works.  You 

need to measure the benefit and effect of any listing you maintain because it’s costing you 

time, and perhaps dollars, to have it.  One major mistake in creating an online presence is to 

then link back to your Web site or primary online site directly.  This means that every listing, 

directory entry, or other link goes to http://www.yourlawfirm.com.  This can make it difficult to 

know which listing or directory sent that visit.   

Particularly if you are paying for some exposure, you want to know that it is working.  Consider 

creating a separate Web page on your site for each directory listing or site you are linking from.  

That way, if the Yellow pages’ listing, for example, is going to a specific page on your site, you 

know exactly how much traffic it is generating. 

You should also have access to Web traffic analytics.  This is freely available using something 

like Google Analytics.16  You or your staff can review where people are coming from and see 

what they are looking at on your Web site.  If your law firm is using Wordpress for its Web site, 

consider adding the free Jetpack for Wordpress plugin from Automattic, Wordpress’ creator.  It 

has a component that gives you access to basic statistics on who is visiting and what they are 

looking at.17 

To Blog or Not to Blog 

You need to have a Web site or some place where people can find correct information about 

how to contact you.  That’s the baseline.  What you do beyond that really depends on you. 

It’s worth keeping it in perspective though: 

 As the ABA survey and the Florida law firm survey seem to indicate, clients are not going 

to the Web first in order to find a lawyer.  Given limited time and money, rural solos and 

small firms are probably better off creating in-person connections than focusing on 

online ones; 

 Extensive online participation helps search engine optimization.  The purpose of many 

blogs, Twitter accounts, and the like, is to increase your chance of appearing in search 

results.  It is unlikely that clients are going to follow all of your updates, whether on 

                                                      
16

 Google Analytics:  http://www.google.com/analytics/  
17

 Wordpress hosts Web sites at http://www.wordpress.com but you can also download and run it on your own 
host (http://www.wordpress.org ).  It can be extended using plug-ins and Jetpack is one of these.  < 
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/jetpack/ > 

http://www.yourlawfirm.com/
http://www.google.com/analytics/
http://www.wordpress.com/
http://www.wordpress.org/
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/jetpack/
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Facebook or on a blog.  You are maintaining a presence on those sites, if you choose to 

do so, in order to be present as a search result. 

You may decide you want to provide more information and have a larger Web site.  This can 

include a blog, or incorporate activity that you engage in on social media sites like Twitter or 

LinkedIn or Facebook.  Lawyers and law firms have been trying all of these things. 

I would recommend against engaging in significant online activity primarily to generate new 

business.  If your practice is primarily in one or two practice areas and in a relatively fixed, 

mostly rural environment, you are better off taking a potential client, realtor, or another lawyer 

to lunch than blogging about a recent case.  The network of relationships that lawyers share 

with each other and with their clients is more likely to result in business than having a 

significant Web presence. 

If you do decide to blog or to participate online in a social network, do it because you’re 

enthusiastic about having something to say or interacting with others.  You can have an 

effective online presence or blog without discussing the law.  Talk about what you’re passionate 

about or interact with communities who share your personal interests.  This can pay dividends 

if your name comes up as a possible lawyer and someone searches for you.  They will find a real 

individual or law firm and be able to get a sense of your personality. 

The only caveat to keep in mind is that you do not take off your lawyer hat when you 

participate online.  Whether you can friend a potential client (or witness or judge) on Facebook, 

whether you want to share a photo of the law firm’s Christmas party on Pinterest, whether you 

re-post a “not safe for work” message from someone else, you may find yourself in uncharted 

professional ethics waters.  As you consider what the “authentic” you wants to do online, it 

should still be done with a professional eye.  If you want a truly personal online experience, you 

should probably lock your account so only those who you select will be able to see it. 

Stay Current 

You are already competent in your practice area.  The challenge can be to stay on top of 

changes in your area.  Obviously, you have access to your colleagues, to continuing professional 

education, and to other research tools.  Technology can help you to access that in ways that 

you might not have considered in the past. 

Most current awareness tools for lawyers are common knowledge:  CanLII for case law and 

updates, newsletters from the major legal publishers, and the Ontario Reports.  There are some 
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interesting things happening on social media and Web sites that might make them good 

additions to your current awareness activities. 

Twitter as News 

Most people, if they know anything about Twitter, know it as an online social world where 

people share the minutiae of their daily lives.  It has also emerged as a place where many 

organizations and individuals share pertinent information.  You can sign up for a Twitter 

account for free, and then lock it to make it private, and select these news sources to follow. 

CanLII is using Twitter to broadcast updates to their case law database.  If you subscribe to, or 

follow in Twitter parlance, the CanCourtsONCA feed, you will get automated updates on the 

latest Ontario Court of Appeal cases in CanLII.18  Taking this example, you can picture perhaps 

following a dozen or so similar sources of information.  Instead of having to hunt this 

information down, a stream of messages will be forwarded to you to scan over and, if one 

catches your interest, to click on and read in full. 

In the past, I wouldn’t have recommended Twitter as a news source because most lawyers are 

not on the service.  But the increase in the use of mobile devices for news consumption means 

that you can have a Twitter app on your phone or tablet and read updates when you have the 

interest.  It keeps the information out of your e-mail inbox and is designed to be quickly 

reviewed and discarded.  You may not want to let anyone know you’re on Twitter, but it can be 

an informative resource if used with that goal in mind. 

Really Simple Syndication (RSS) News Feeds:  Set and Forget 

Another geeky research tool that has gained a new foothold is the RSS feed, sometimes called a 

newsfeed.  Librarians and legal researchers are most likely to follow RSS but it would have been 

less common for practicing lawyers.  Google recently announced it was eliminating its Web-

based RSS reader and some people have been calling this the end of RSS. 

Instead, what we seem to be seeing is a resurgence of apps for smart phones and tablets that 

support RSS feeds.  Again, as with Twitter, these devices are always with us and enable us to 

monitor news updates or other current awareness information in those bits of time that are 

otherwise unproductive.  Mobile RSS readers may actually create opportunities for lawyers to 

follow information they wouldn’t in the past. 

                                                      
18

 You can visit the Twitter feed without belonging to Twitter:  https://twitter.com/CanCourtsONCA  

https://twitter.com/CanCourtsONCA
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Readers including Feedly, Flipboard, Newsblur, and Pulse all have apps for Apple and Android-

powered products.19  Each has a slightly different look and feel and one may be more or less 

adaptable to how you use information.  But once you have your reader, you can start to add 

your RSS feeds. 

I’ve created a simple Youtube video on how to do this, starting with the official Ontario Courts 

RSS feeds.20  The video explains what RSS is and shows how to find it on the court Web site.  

Once you have started to add a few RSS feeds, you will start to see the orange RSS icon 

appearing all over the place.  CanLII has feeds for just about any kind of information you want, 

including individual cases or any search that you run.  This can be a great personal information 

tool. 

They’ll Tumbl for You 

One of the most interesting developments is to see technology that was originally used for cat 

videos and other “meme” content being turned to legal information.  Tumblr.com is one of 

these sites that enables people to publish a running update, like a blog, of information they 

come across.  Slaw.ca, a collaborative blog, has partnered with Maritime Law Book to republish 

selected case summaries each Sunday.  They are posted on a Tumblr site instead of on the main 

Slaw blog.21 

We may see more of this in the future:  legal research and law practice management 

information shared through less traditional formats.  Blogs and Twitter seem almost 

mainstream compared to a case law Tumblr but there are likely to be more, similar options in 

the future.22 

Conclusion 

Any attempt to talk about technology and its use in a law practice necessarily generalizes.  This 

paper attempted to focus on technology, tools, and concepts that are more attuned to a rural 

                                                      
19

 Feedly:  http://www.feedly.com ; Flipboard:  http://www.flipboard.com ; Newsblur:  http://www.newsblur.com 
; Pulse:  http://www.pulse.me  
20

 Youtube Video of “Get RSS of Ontario Court of Appeals Decisions” < 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NEdxIT6CPeg > 
21

 The address is similar to the main Slaw site but is powered by the Tumblr software:  http://cases.slaw.ca/archive  
22

 As an example, take a look at the BC Courthouse Libraries Clicklaw wiki.  Although it is geared towards the 
public, it contains chapters of information including the JP Boyd on Family Law content:  
http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php/JP_Boyd_on_Family_Law.  You can create your own PDF e-book, building it 
from the content available on the site.  It’s a less structured way for a lawyer to get just the information they need. 

http://www.feedly.com/
http://www.flipboard.com/
http://www.newsblur.com/
http://www.pulse.me/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NEdxIT6CPeg
http://cases.slaw.ca/archive
http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php/JP_Boyd_on_Family_Law
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solo or small firm lawyer.  But each lawyer practices slightly differently and, in terms of 

productivity, will have very personal goals in order to deliver legal services the most efficiently. 

This brief sampling of some of the opportunities that are available and how to incorporate 

small, incremental changes is just that: a sampling.  Rural lawyers can benefit as much as others 

from incorporating larger productivity systems, like case management and document 

management.  But there are many ways to create a productive law practice and it may be that, 

in the rural solo and small law firm, a small change is as powerful as a large one. 
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http://www.ofaolain.com/

